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Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS
Bottom Mount Upright Three

Door 1912L Freezer

$7,077.08 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Discover the Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS Bottom Mount Upright Three Door 1912L Freezer, a high-capacity cooling solution
designed to meet your needs. Equipped with cutting-edge features, this freezer boasts a digital temperature control and
monitoring system, along with a hot gas condensate system for efficient performance. The automatic evaporation and defrost
system ensure hassle-free maintenance. The exterior is built to last, featuring stainless steel finishing on the top, front, sides,
and doors, while the back and bottom are constructed from durable galvanized steel. The modern one-piece grill adds to its
sleek design. Inside, sturdy PE-coated wire shelves provide ample storage space. With precise temperature control, the
refrigerator maintains products between 32°C to 41°C (0°C to 5°C), while the freezer keeps items below -18°C. The user-friendly
design includes auto-closing doors, door pressure release, easy-grip handles, and a magnetic door gasket for effortless cleaning
or replacement. The interior is illuminated by safety shielded LED lighting, and the freezer is easy to move with 4-inch heavy-
duty casters featuring brakes. You also have the option to choose a left-hinged model and an environmentally friendly
refrigerant variant. Elevate your cooling experience with the Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS and enjoy unparalleled reliability and
innovation.
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Description

Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS Bottom Mount Upright
Three Door Freezer,
a true powerhouse of freezing capacity and innovation. With a generous 1912L storage space, this freezer is designed to meet
your large-scale freezing needs. The advanced features of the FRB-72FS include a digital temperature control and monitoring
system, a hot gas condensate mechanism, and an automatic evaporation and defrost system, ensuring optimal and hassle-free
freezing performance.
The exterior of the FRB-72FS boasts a sleek stainless steel finish on the top, front, sides, and doors, exuding modern aesthetics
while maintaining durability. The galvanized steel finish on the back and bottom further enhances its robust construction. The
user-friendly design includes auto-closing doors with stoppers, sturdy and easy-grip handles, and a magnetic door gasket for
effortless cleaning or replacement. The freezer compartment maintains a product temperature below 0°C (-18°C), ensuring the
preservation of your frozen goods.

Equipped with safety shielded LED lighting and heavy-duty casters with brakes, the FRB-72FS offers both practicality and
convenience. Whether you're looking to meet the demands of a commercial kitchen or require a high-capacity freezing solution
for your business, the Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS Bottom Mount Upright Three Door Freezer is the ultimate choice,
combining efficiency, durability, and cutting-edge technology to deliver exceptional freezing performance.

Freezing Powerhouse: FRB-72FS Upright Freezer - unmatched capacity & innovation.
Extensive Storage: 1912L space for large-scale freezing requirements.
Advanced Technology: Digital control, hot gas condensate, auto evaporation & defrost.
Modern Durability: Stainless steel exterior, galvanized steel back & bottom.
User-Centric Design: Auto-closing doors, easy-grip handles, magnetic door gasket.
Precise Preservation: Maintains sub-zero temperatures (< -18°C) for goods.
Enhanced Convenience: Safety-shielded LED lighting, heavy-duty casters.
Commercial Excellence: Ideal for businesses seeking efficiency & durability.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Korea

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Fresh Refrigeration

Model FRB-72FS

Warranty 2 Year Parts and Labour

Temperature Operating Range C 0°C ~ 5°C

GEMS & MEPS Approved Yes

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R-404A

External Dimensions (mm) 2090 mm (W) x 790 mm (D) x 1195 mm (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume: 1912 Liters

Other Details Voltage_(V/Hz/Ř): 220/50,60/1 HP: 1 1/4 Gross_Weight: 262

Leg / Caster information 4" heavy-duty casters with brakes standard

Power Information Power Supply = 6 Amps

Power Usage 1450W
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Door Information Door hinged = LH, RH

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Secure the best deal on Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72FS, a 1912L
Bottom Mount Upright Three Door Freezer. Purchase the FRB-72FS
and all commercial Solid Door Vertical Freezers now, with
nationwide delivery across Australia.

Notes

For WA customers there will be an extra surcharge of $880.00 +
GST per cabinet for delivery over and above the standard freight
cost over the online freight matrix your invoice will be adjusted by
our team.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $11,145.00
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